
MARKET RESEARCH AREAS

Scope of marketing research refers to the areas covered or the aspects studied under marketing research. In other
words, it implies where or on which areas.

Communities can have significant number of customers who are seasonal customers, tourists, or other visitors,
but the focus here is on local residents. While using customer addresses or zip codes to analyze a trade area
has the ability to capture trade area variability, an appropriate sample of customer lists from participating
businesses must be incorporated. Some of the steps that would help overcoming barriers include: Collect
secondary information on the country under study from reliable international source e. Exploratory research is
conducted to explore a problem to get some basic idea about the solution at the preliminary stages of research.
A B2B company might also want to investigate firmographic data such as company size, revenues, and
product category that are relevant to the industry in question. Analysis of the geographic origin of non-resident
customers is discussed in the appendix of this section. Managers make numerous strategic and tactical
decisions in the process of identifying and satisfying customer needs. This will allow you to catch potential
problems early, and there are always problems. Information is critical to successful marketing operations as
intelligence is to warfare. He subsequently applied his methods to the measurement of television audiences.
Some businesses, such as hotels and grocery stores already collect this information for their daily operations.
What is their main barrier to achieving it? Tourists and second- home owners can offer a large amount of
spending potential. Combining actual customer addresses or zip codes with GIS allows you to uncover
relationships and perform calculations unavailable with tabular data. For more on starting your own brand
awareness initiative, see our guide on these critical marketing surveys. The following example worksheet can
help you determine competing centers, trade areas convenience and destination , and regional shopping
patterns. Competitive marketing environment and the ever-increasing costs attributed to poor decision making
require that marketing research provide sound information. Role[ edit ] The purpose of marketing research
MR is to provide management with relevant, accurate, reliable, valid, and up to date market information. Each
marketing research project is treated uniquely. Analyze the data without drowning in it The following
techniques will help you wrap your head around the data without losing yourself in it. Surveys are the most
common research instrument for descriptive research. Tourist Clustering Analysis Defining a trade area for
tourists poses special challenges because tourist origins can be widely distributed and a single trade area does
not fully represent where these customers are coming from. Return to top Appendix: Trade Areas
Representing Non-Local Customers Generally, local residents provide a majority of sales in a community
since most shop in town or in the region year-round. The spreadsheet allows categorizing customers by the
number and percentage of people originating in each zip code. GIS software matches a variety of data to
specific geographic locations and displays the results on maps rather than in tables or charts. With respect to
other factors like Advertising expenditure, sales promotion etc. Small businesses and nonprofits[ edit ] This
section does not cite any sources. By the s, Ernest Dichter was pioneering the focus group method of
qualitative research. Tips to do it right: Act like a journalist, not a salesperson. Related Articles:. Thus
systematic planning is required at all the stages of the marketing research process. Research on Business
Environment and Corporate Responsibility: This area is not concerned with solving any marketing problem
directly. Have individual participants shade on the map where they think the convenience and destination trade
areas lie. Effective market research identifies customer needs , drives, fears, and frustrations.


